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Description 2022 Grand Design Solitude 390RK-R, Grand Design Solitude fifth wheel 390RK-R
highlights: Five Slides Raised Rear Kitchen Dual-Sink Vanity Bar Top with Chairs
Residential Refrigerator Exterior Sliding Tray ? Enjoy each and every vacation,
month-long trip or even extended stay at an RV park in this fifth wheel that is
spacious from the front to the rear!? The raised kitchen gives the cook plenty of
room to whip up any type of meal using the stainless steel appliances including
the 24" residential oven, the oversized pantry and the raised bar top will provide
you even more counter space on top of dining with two chairs that overlook the
middle living area . Relaxing is made easy with the? two tri-fold sofas? and theatre
seating while watching the big game on the LED Smart TV and enjoying the
fireplace below. Dual sinks in the full bathroom allow two people to easily get
ready at once, and the seat in the shower is a nice convenience. At night, retire to
your own queen bed slide after sitting on the pull-out ottoman to take your shoes
off, and enjoy a show on the LED TV above the flip-top dresser, or wash some
linens in the closet with a washer/dryer if you added that option. ? With any
Solitude fifth wheel by Grand Design, you will get maximum insulation from the
thermal roof design, the exclusive fully laminated walls , the triple insulated main
floor, the Rail-Tite underbelly seal, the insulated gooseneck and the insulated
baggage doors. The? MORryde rubber pin box system utilizes a unique rubber
shear spring to positively deal with rough towing and road shock, the?Tire Linc
TPMS system monitors pressure and temperature, and the 6-point hydraulic
system allows you to setup easily. And the upgraded shower system , the
hardwood window valances, the oversized kitchen pantry, the window above the
master bed headboard, and the Rockford Fosgate stereo entertainment system
with HDMI and App controls are a few more reasons you will love these extended-
stay fifth wheels!? ??
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Basic information Year: 2022
Stock Number: WU54091
VIN Number: 35020-WU54091
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 41
Slideouts: 5

Item address , Seffner, Florida, United States
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